We report the first steps of a novel investigation into how a grammar induction algorithm can be modified and used to identify salient information structures in a corpus. The information structures are to be used as representations of semantic content for text mining purposes. We modify the learning regime of the ADIOS algorithm (Solan et al., 2005) so that text is presented as increasingly large snippets around key terms, and instances of selected structures are substituted with common identifiers in the input for subsequent iterations. The technique is applied to 1.4m blog posts about climate change which mention diverse topics and reflect multiple perspectives and different points of view. Observation of the resulting information structures suggests that they could be useful as representations of semantic content. Preliminary analysis shows that our modifications had a beneficial effect for inducing more useful structures.
Introduction
There is an obvious need for text mining techniques to deal with large volumes of very diverse material, especially since the advent of social media and user-generated content which includes dynamic discussions of wide-ranging and controversial topics.
In order to be portable across domains, text genres and languages, current techniques tend to treat texts as bags of words when analyzing semantic content, e.g. for keyword-based retrieval, summarization with word clouds, and topic modelling. Such techniques capture the general "aboutness" of texts, but they do little to elucidate the actual statements that are made about key terms in the material. More structured and deeper semantic representations can be generated by information extraction systems for relatively restricted text genres and domains, but even then they are costly to port.
We see one particular area of application in elucidating the semantic content of social media debates about controversial topics, like climate change, both for casual users, and for social scientists studying online discourses. The complex, diverse and dynamic nature of the text content in such material presents a significant challenge for elucidating semantics. On the one hand, keywords alone will not convey what is said about important concepts, nor different points of view. On the other hand, modelling the semantics for information extraction purposes does not seem feasible given the breadth and diversity of the material.
Thus, we are motivated to develop a portable technique that generates representations of semantic content that are richer than keywords, and that can be applied to broad domains. Specifically, we seek to extract important information structures from an unannotated corpus comprising texts of the same genre and relating to the same domain.
Rather than using language-specific or domain-specific resources, we assume that important information structures in such a corpus will be reflected by patterning in the surface form of texts, such that they can be identified automatically through a distributional analysis (Section 2). Our approach is to induce information structures from an unannotated corpus by modifying and applying the ADIOS grammar induction algorithm (Solan et al., 2005) : the modifications serve to focus the algorithm on what is typically written about keyterms (Section 3). To date we have implemented the approach to process 1.4m English-language blog posts about climate change: proper evaluation is ongoing but we are able to show examples of the semantic representations generated, discuss how they elucidate semantic content, and suggest how they might be used for various NLP tasks (Section 4). In closing, we make tentative conclusions and describe ongoing work (Section 5). Harris (1954; 1988) demonstrated how linguistic units and structures can be identified (manually) through a distributional analysis of partially aligned sentential contexts. His work suggests that it should be possible to induce syntactic descriptions from samples of unannotated text.
Background
An early attempt to apply this thinking to computational linguistics was made by Lamb (1961) who described procedures for identifying "H-groups" and "V-groups". An H-group is a horizontal grouping of items (words and groups) that tend to appear sequentially, cf. a syntagmatic linguistic unit. A V-group is a vertical grouping of items that occur in similar linguistic contexts in a corpus, cf. a paradigmatic linguistic unit. As a toy example, take the H-group '(the (woman In more recent times, Harris' insights have become a cornerstone for some of the work in the field of grammatical inference, where researchers attempt to induce grammatical structures from raw text, e.g. ADIOS (Solan et al., 2005) . In this field the emphasis is on generating complete grammatical descriptions for text corpora in order to understand the processes of language learning, rather than text mining; see D 'Ulizia et al. (2011) for a review.
The unsupervised ADIOS algorithm recursively induces hierarchically structured patterns from sequential data, e.g. sequences of words in unannotated text, using statistical information in the sequential data. Each sequence (sentence) is loaded onto a directed pseudograph with one vertex for each vocabulary item: this means that partially aligned sequences share sub-paths across the graph.
In each iteration, the most significant pattern is identified with a statistical criterion that favors frequent sequences that occur in a variety of contexts. Then, the algorithm looks for possible equivalence classes within the context of the pattern, i.e. it identifies positions in the pattern that could be filled by different items and forms an equivalence class with those items. At the end of the iteration, the new pattern and equivalence class become vocabulary items in the graph, so that they can become part of further patterns and equivalence classes, and hence hierarchical structures are formed. For us, the terms "pattern" and "equivalence class" equate to the previously mentioned "H-group" and "V-group": we prefer the simplicity and literalness of these terms and use them henceforth.
Approach
For text mining purposes we do not see the need to induce a complete grammar for the corpus that we are mining. Rather, we are struck by Harris' further observation that the linguistic structures derived from a distributional analysis may reflect information structures, especially in the "sublanguages" of specialist domains (Harris, 1988) . Thus, we propose to use a grammar induction algorithm to identify the most salient information structures in a corpus and take these as representations of important semantic content.
ADIOS has been evaluated on an interesting range of text corpora, and other kinds of sequential data. However, to the best of our knowledge, it has not been shown to successfully process a corpus with the scale and diversity of material that we envisage, e.g. 1.4m blog posts relating to climate change. This, along with our objective of identifying salient information structures rather than a complete grammatical description, led us to modify the learning regime to ADIOS. In the rest of this section we explain the modifications: please see 4.2.1 for a detailed description of how they were implemented.
To address the large scale and complexity of language use in social media, we modify the way in which text is presented to ADIOS by focusing separately on text around key terms of interest, rather than processing all sentences en masse. Our thinking here is in part influenced by the theory of local grammar (Gross, 1997) , i.e. the idea that language is best described with word classes that are specific to local contexts, rather than general across the language.
Firstly, for each key term, we present only text snippets that contain that term: we expect there to be more salient patterning in snippets around a single key term because of repetition in the kinds of things written about it. Secondly, blog posts contain long and complex sentences so we process the clause containing a key term, and ignore the rest of the sentence. Thirdly, since we expect the key term to form more significant units with words in its close proximity, we present the clauses in increasingly large snippets around the key term.
A further modification targets the most frequent and meaningful structures. After each iteration in which H-groups and V-groups are induced, the most frequent H-groups are filtered to remove any containing large V-groups which are likely to be more semantically nebulous. Instances of the selected H-groups are replaced with common identifiers in the input file so that patterning around them is more explicit in subsequent iterations.
Implementation
Here we report our first attempt to apply grammar induction to text mining. We chose to work with a corpus of blogs relating to climate change because they provide a challenging scenario with complex semantics, in which diverse topics -causes, effects, solutions, etc. -are discussed from multiple perspectivesscientific, political, personal, etc. -and with different beliefs (section 4.1).
We describe how we modified the learning regime of the ADIOS algorithm in order to induce H-groups and V-groups from an unannotated corpus (4.2.1). At this stage in our work, our focus is on observing the kinds of information structures that can be identified in this way, and in considering their potential applications as representations of semantic content (4.2.2). We also analyzed how results were affected by our modifications, i.e. the use of incrementally bigger snippets rather than complete clauses, and the iterative selection and substitution of frequent H-groups (4.2.3).
Input data
We used a corpus of about 1.4m unannotated English-language blog posts from 3,000 blogs related to climate change (Salway et al., 2013) . Based on the relative frequency of words compared with a general language corpus, and the use of n-grams, we identified a set of domain key terms, e.g. 'climate change', 'greenhouse gases', 'carbon tax', 'sea levels'. From these we selected 17, with a mix of high (10,000's), medium (1,000's) and low (100's) frequencies.
For each key term we crudely extracted every clause it occurred in by taking a clause to be a sequence of words between punctuation. Preprocessing involved conversion to lower case, joining the words of key terms to make single items, e.g. 'greenhouse_gases', and substituting 'dddd' with 'YEAR', and other digit sequences with 'NUMBER': these changes all serve to make patterning more explicit.
Then, from the clauses for each key term, snippets of varying sizes were created. A snippet file for a key term is defined by (min-max) where there must be at least min words to one side of the key term, and no more than max words either side. Sets of snippet files were created for three different increment values: i = 2 (0-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7-8, 9-10, 11-12); i = 3 (0-3, 4-6, 7-9, 10-12); and, i = 4 (0-4, 5-8, 9-12).
Modifying the ADIOS learning regime

Method
In Section 3 we explained the rationale for our modifications to the ADIOS learning regime. They are detailed in steps 1 and 3-5 below.
For one key term and one increment value:
(1) INITIALIZE. Set the current input file to be the first snippet file for the key term and increment value, i.e. the smallest snippets. (4) SUBSTITUTION. For each selected H-group, replace all instances of it in the current input file with a common identifier. Iterate 10 times from (2).
(5) TRANSITION. Until the final snippet file is reached, set the current input file to be the next largest snippet file and substitute identifiers for the instances of all H-groups selected so far. Go to (2).
This process was executed for 17 key terms, with three increment values (i = 2, 3, 4). For further comparison, for each key term it was executed with complete clauses (ten iterations with selection and substitution) and with complete clauses (one iteration). Table 1 presents a small selection of 14 H-groups that were induced from snippets with various key terms and increment values. Here, H-groups and V-groups are bracketed and nested. The elements of H-groups are separated by white space and the elements of V-groups are separated by '|'. Recall that the induction process selects frequent Hgroups which, based on our assumptions, should reflect important semantic content. This output would benefit from some postprocessing, which is part of ongoing work. For example, in 1 there are two V-groups containing verbs that would be more elegantly expressed as a single V-group. There are also H-groups in which not all V-group alternatives make sense with the rest of the containing H-group due to over-generalization, e.g. 'to' in '…blamed ((for|to) global warming)' in 3. Despite these issues, some interesting and potentially useful structures are induced.
Results and potential applications
Some H-groups, we assume those resulting from the most stylized use of language in blogs, could perhaps be taken as the basis for information extraction templates, e.g. 11 where '$_NUMBER' is a slot for different amounts of tax, and 12 which captures various ways in which predictions about the amount of sea level rise can be written.
Other H-groups highlight some of the things typically written about key terms by grouping together different expressions of canonical statements, e.g. 3, 8 and 13. These could be used as a basis for summarizing the most important points of a topic, i.e. by taking 10,000's sentences and reducing them to 10's H-groups.
For broad topics it is desirable to perform finer-grained text classification and retrieval. The induction of H-groups such as 4 and 5 helps to identify different facets of a topic. In this case, the H-groups flag the causes of global warming and the effects of global warming as sub-topics, and show different ways in which they may be expressed.
The alternation in V-groups contained by Hgroups may reflect different beliefs and opinions which could be used for text classification and opinion mining. In 14, the V-group 'hint|show|indicate' reflects different degrees of confidence that bloggers have in climate models. In 6, the alternatives in 'confuse|mislead|educate' reflect positive and negative views about public communication in the climate debate.
Semantically related terms, such as those captured in 1 and 5, have very different connotations and as such reflect different beliefs: consider the difference between someone writing about the 'effect of global warming' and the 'perils of global warming'. In other cases, alternation reflects different ways to say the same thing, e.g. the more or less synonymous terms that are captured in 2, 7 and 9 which would be useful for query expansion. Table 2 . Numbers of different H-groups and total instances generated from different input data.
The effects of our modifications
The numbers of H-groups generated by different executions of the induction process for each key term are shown in Table 2 , i.e. three executions using snippets with different values of i, and two executions using clauses for comparison (cf. 4.2.1). The 10 omitted key terms (less than 1,000 clauses each) generated less than 25 H-groups for each value of i.
The high frequencies for clauses-1 are because no selection of H-groups took place, i.e. we simply take the normal ADIOS output. Based on our own inspections, some potentially useful Hgroups were found in this output but, compared with other outputs, it was more common to see H-groups with large and semantically nebulous V-groups. This observation supports the iterative selection and substitution of H-groups with a limit on the size of V-groups. We also looked at the average number of V-groups in H-groups for each execution, as a way to compare the amount of structure in H-groups. This number was consistently lowest in results for clauses-1 which further supports our modifications.
A few potentially useful H-groups were observed in results for clauses-10, for which selection and substitution were applied. However the low numbers of different H-groups compared with all values of i suggests that it is better to use snippets as input rather than clauses.
The way in which the ratio of different Hgroups and total instances varies for values of i suggests that starting with larger snippets (i=4) results in fewer H-groups but that these will capture more instances, i.e. they are more general. Whilst the H-groups for clauses-10 have many instances these tend not to capture useful patterning, i.e. they tended to describe combinations of key terms and function words.
Closing Remarks
At this stage in the research any conclusions must be tentative. However, it seems to us that the use of grammar induction to elucidate semantic content for text mining purposes shows promise. The H-groups shown in Table 1 provide richer semantic descriptions of the domain than keywords do, and we noted potential applications for high-level summarization of a whole corpus, the creation of information extraction templates and finer-grained text classification and retrieval. Importantly, the technique for generating Hgroups would not require adaptation for use on a different corpus. The analysis in 4.2.3 suggests that the modifications that we made to the ADIOS learning regime had a beneficial effect.
Without a thorough evaluation we cannot make strong claims. In particular, we have little sense of the technique's recall, i.e. we do not know what information structures it missed. That said, it might be argued that since we expect the technique to be consistent in identifying patterning in the surface form of texts then its success will depend on the extent to which key terms are written about in consistent ways. This will of course vary between text genres and domains. Work has started on another corpus with more restricted language use and richer structuring was induced (Salway et al. 2014) .
In other ongoing work we are looking more into the effects of the various parameters of ADIOS, and the necessity for our modifications. We are also seeking a deeper understanding of how the statistical information exploited by ADIOS relates to that which is captured by ngram language models to describe sequences of words (cf. H-groups), and by established techniques to form semantic classes based on shared linguistic contexts (cf. V-groups).
